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Busy Boats Amazing Machines
Jump aboard and point to the busy vehicles in this things that go baby book. Filled with cars,
trucks, planes, boats, tractors, and diggers, it helps little ones learn first words and build
vocabulary. Favorite vehicles are clearly labeled on every page, and provide lots to talk about,
learn about, and smile about, making this picture book great for sharing. The big board book
pages are toddler tough, and cover everything from cool cars and tremendous tractors to
boats, planes, trucks, diggers, and racing machines. There are even some favorite makebelieve things that go, such as a fantastic pirate ship and a magic broomstick, as well as a
page all about vehicle colors. Little ones will love the awesome photos of amazing machines,
and they'll be captivated by the fun illustrations that tell simple stories and stimulate talking,
from a digger lifting a giant dinosaur bone to a fire engine raising its long ladder to rescue a
cat. Word labels encourage naming and picture-and-word association, building language and
reading readiness, while the colorful, look-and-point pictures are a visual treat, making this an
attractive baby gift. Cleverly designed to inform and entertain, 100 First Things That Go takes
your baby on an exciting learning adventure.
Won The Royal Society Young People's Book Prize in 2013. Designed for preschool children,
the basic knowledge of traveling in space starts from the first page turning. Pre-departure
training for Jedi Rescue, start! Super-attractive fantasy space children's book! There are so
many page-turning mechanisms in the whole book, which make people immersed in the
surprise of exploring and discovering the secrets of the universe. -The RS Award selection
team will come and follow this fascinating flip book.
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Traditional Chinese edition of The Good Egg Presents: The Great Eggscape!
Busy Boats (Amazing Machines) By Tony Mitton
My Friend Rabbit by Eric Rohmann. In Traditional Chinese. Annotation copyright Tsai Fong
Books, Inc. Distributed by Tsai Fong Books, Inc.
Three boats bobbing on the sea. Which boat has a sail? What else can you see? For fans of
the bestselling Amazing Machines series, this is a perfect way for young children to learn
numbers and counting with their favorite vehicles! Robust, easy-to-hold tabs along the top and
side guide young hands to each number from 1 to 10. There are colorful scenes to explore,
and questions on each page encourage children to investigate further.

?????????,??????????????????????????????????,????????????,?????????????,?????
???????????????
Captain F J Walker, RN, did more than any other man at sea to win the Battle of the
Atlantic, a vicious and unrelenting struggle which Churchill described as the dominating
factor throughout World War Two. He was a formidable figure and one of the greatest
fighting captains in the Royal Navy, sinking twenty U-boats. For this he was awarded a
CB and four DSOs. A month after D-Day, exhausted by his continuous actions at sea
against the enemy and his successful exertions to keep the U-boats out of the English
Channel to ensure the safe passage of the Allied landings at D-day, he went ashore in
Liverpool after a patrol. His ships and the men he had trained and inspired were already
back at sea when he died on the 9 July, 1944, aged 48. His ships went on to sink
another nine U-boats, bringing his flotillas' total up to twenty-nine, before the U-boat
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fleet finally surrendered. Fifteen of which were sunk by Walker’s own ship, HMS
Starling.
Amazing Machines--On The Move is a collection of 6 board books from the bestselling
Amazing Machines series. Join friends Mouse, Rabbit, and Bird as they explore their
favorite vehicles and things that go, including cars, boats, space rockets, submarines,
trains and airplanes. With 6 mini editions inside, this collection is the perfect gift for any
preschooler who loves machines. These critically acclaimed picture books are full of fun
rhyming text, bright artwork, and wacky animal characters that will engage and delight
young children as they learn about things on the move.
A fun and easy-to-read children's version of the life of Jesus, complete with questions,
topics for study, and fun activities. An ideal tool for Sunday School lessons or home
study.
Busy BoatsKingfisher
???????,?????,??????????????,????????????????????????,???????????????????????
???,???????......

???????????????
?????????????,??·??????????,??????????,??????,????????????????????,??????
???????,????????????.
Rhyming text introduces a variety of ships and boats as they cross lakes, seas,
and rivers.
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Sail boats, row boats, ferry boats and speedboats: find them all and discover how
they work in this fun-filled picture book. Then take a cruise on an ocean liner,
crewed by our favorite animal characters, in a jolly rhyming journey.
Told in fairy tale style, this 1894 work presents the story of ancient conqueror
Alexander the Great. Alexander's life is decorated by elaborate medieval-style
woodcuts, and the tale presents Alexander as a noble warrior and king.
Ripley’s Believe It or Not! Mighty Machines is an exciting non-fiction reference
book for children. This title features astonishing facts and photographs as well as
jaw-dropping Ripley’s Believe It or Not! stories about engineering marvels. As
entertaining as it is educational this book will fascinate readers ages 7-10.
Ripley’s Believe It or Not! Mighty Machines is part of the Ripley’s Twist series of
non-fiction reference books. This book contains clear core factual information
about planes, trains, cars, bikes, and boats as well as amazing Ripley’s Believe
It or Not! pictures and stories. Designed for ages 7-10, the stunning photos and
detailed artwork will captivate curious young minds. Readers will learn about
amazing machines and science behind them. Included with the book are Ripley
fact cards and a poster. Be sure to check out the other great titles in this series!
Traditional Chinese Edition of [Coco Chanel]
One Tuesday evening, frogs rise on their pads, float through the air, and explore nearby
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houses while their inhabitants sleep. An almost wordless book.
Traditional Chinese Edition of [Steve Jobs]
Simplified Chinese edition of Six Dots: A Story of Young Louis Braille
Traditional Chinse Edition of [Stephen Hawking]
?????????????????,?????????,??????????????????
The best book of the year in American Cox Book Review. The annual selection of
books in Amazon online bookstore. The standards for perfect pets are all the same, but
there are all kinds of imperfect pets! In the glass cover in the dark basement, various
strange-looking creatures are enclosed. They are imperfect pets who make mistakes in
the production process. Basi is a little monster with half a mouse and half an elephant.
His escape plan will lead these weird friends into the real world together and find a way
to survive.
Colorful and humorous pictures illustrate the meanings of the basic vocabulary of the
Chinese language.
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